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Plantation Workers: Resistance and
Accommodation, edited by Brij V Lal,
Doug Munro, and Edward D Beechert.
Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press,
1993. ISBN 0-8248-1496-7, viii +
343 pages, maps, tables, notes, bibli
ography, index. US$38.

This excellent collection edited by
three prominent Pacific historians
reveals strengths and weaknesses of
labor history in the Pacific Islands and
Latin America. Plantation Workers is
evidence of the considerable advances
in Pacific labor history in recent years.
Labor history, much more so in Pacific
than in Latin American studies, has
tended to be neglected, but this volume
indicates the richness and diversity of
workers' experiences through meticu
lous research by leading scholars into
one facet of labor history. Plantations
were often the cornerstone of colonial
political economies and irrevocably
shaped class relations as well as other

- areas-of development,such-as-the-- 
physical environment. This does not
imply that plantation production
monolithically dictated social and
political relations.

The theme of the collection is that
of plantation workers' resistance and
accommodation to various forms of
labor control and, in turn, how work
ers' responses effected changes in labor
control and the labor process. This
volume goes several steps further than
the debates that have ravaged Pacific
and other labor historians for several
years, about the humanity of labor
recruitment and conditions and
whether workers were coerced by the
"exigencies of capital" or volunteered
to enter labor contracts. It focuses on

plantation life rather than the statistics
of labor migration or government pol
icy and takes the reader well out of the
familiar "Melanesian-centric" labor
history. Instead we are presented with
examples ranging from virtual slavery
to "free" paid labor. The volume also
testifies, in various contexts, how
workers were by no means passive vic
tims in this process but were active
agents, even when under extremely
repressive constraints. This point
comes across in Allen Wells and Gil
bert Joseph's analysis of domination
and resistance on Yucatecan estates,
1880-1915, where although "unfree,"
workers had some element of making a
rational choice to work on the coercive
and isolated haciendas because they
gained employment, basic necessities,
and legal exemption from military
taxes. After the global economic crisis
of 1907-1908, violent confrontation
between planters and peons became
more common, with demands on labor

-intensifying,but-wor-ker-s-were-ne
longer assured of paternalistic subsis
tence.

Brij Lal published a foundational
paper on Pacific labor history in 1986,
republished in this volume, which
identified the fluidity and continuum
between resistance and accommoda
tion among girmitiyas in Fiji. This
interpretation has been taken up in
most of the contributions to this vol
ume which depart from essentialist
analyses that accuse workers of "false
consciousness" when they adopt
accommodationist alternatives, or, in
the absence of organized labor or
overt industrial action, are seen to be
lacking "class consciousness." David
McCreery, writing on hegemony and
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repression in rural Guatemala between
1871 and 1940, states: "Oppressed
peoples have no obligation to act in
ways academics find dramatic or excit
ing, but rather to survive and endure
and ensure the survival of their fami
lies and communities in the face of
what threaten to be literally over
whelming pressures." This is by no
means a new observation, pioneered
for example, in the work of Eugene
Genovese on the antebellum United
States and Charles van Onselen in
Southern Rhodesia. In 1980 Robin
Cohen analyzed the continuum of
overt and covert resistance and the
relationship with forms of employer
control and changes in the labor
process.

Another pattern in the volume is the
increased use of state coercion, with
greater pressure on the production of
commodities, response to increased
competition, and global market com
modity swings. Michael Gonzales
identifies-the-shift-in northern Peru-to
"factories in the field" and after 1912,
more violent confrontation between
labor and the state. This contrasts with
the large array of covert forms of resis
tance documented in the volume. Some
chapters are particularly sensitive to
the way culture mediates resistance,
such as Clive Moore's depiction of the
"counterculture of survival" among
Melanesian laborers in the Mackay
District of Queensland, Judith Ben
nett's discussion of plantation life in
the Solomon Islands before World War
II, and Wells and Joseph's research on
tragic forms of resistance among the
Mayan. Doug Munro and Stewart
Firth's contribution on the experience
of Gilbertese laborers on Samoan plan-
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tations is a welcome step in filling the
dearth of labm history of the eastern
Pacific but still raises several questions
about the cultural context, particularly
as these laborers were often recruited
as family groups. This chapter and
several others, especially Edward
Beechert's study of the social relations
of production in Hawai'i, also empha
size the racial division of labor and the
way in which racism was a means of
labor control.

A further contribution of this collec
tion is that it takes a comparative
approach. A major shortcoming of
Pacific history has been its inward
focus and lack of comparison with
other regions. A comparative approach
is particularly valuable in labor studies
as so often similar systems of labor
were replicated in colonies across the
globe, in places where indigenous cul
tures and labor patterns were quite
different. This collection takes the step
of putting the Pacific Islands on the

-global stage.-However-thecomparative
aspect of the volume also presents
some problems. There is always a cer
tain amount of serendipity in edited
collections and the choice of just
Pacific and Latin American case stud
ies is a little unclear. Munro's very use
ful critical literature survey and
theoretical introduction and Beechert's
conclusion do try to synthesize the
diverse contributions, but there is still
a degree to which the chapters are sep
arate readings and not enough com
parison is made. Because the writers all
investigate the theme of resistance and
accommodation, there is quite a lot of
repetition; James C Scott's term
"weapons of the weak" is referred to
repeatedly. The collection could have
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benefited from tighter editing in parts
and much greater economy in the use
of footnotes that are not references. A
glossary would also have greatly aided
the reader, especially for the several
Spanish terms used in Wells and
Joseph's otherwise excellent chapter.

Overall, the volume works well and
makes an important contribution to
labor history by moving into more cul
tural and contradictory areas,
although much more is still needed
here. One of the biggest deficiencies is
that almost all the contributors are
blind to gender issues; except for the
chapters by Bennett and Lal, there is
virtually no reference to possible asso
ciations between gender and labor con
trol and resistance. Munro rather
cursorily dismisses the little work that
has been done on this topic by Shaista
Shameem, but does not pursue some of
the important questions she raises. The
majority of plantation workers may
have been men, but there were still
a-~e-aswhefe-wolfienWete tecruirecl-of
where familial relations were part of
plantation life.

Aside from this main criticism, this
collection is a valuable contribution to
regional and comparative labor his
tory, presenting insightful detail and
raising controversial theoretical
debates. It highlights the need for a
richer reading of the complexity of
comparative labor history and, in the
Pacific, to move outside the planta
tions and explore many other aspects
of workers' lives and identities.

JACQUELINE LECKIE

University of Otago
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Tahitian Transformation: Gender and
Capitalist Development in a Rural
Society, by Victoria S Lockwood.
Women and Change in the Developing
World Series. Boulder and London:
Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1993. ISBN
I-S 55 87-3 17-0 , xii + 179 pages, fig
ures, maps, tables, photographs, notes,
glossary, bibliography, index. Cloth,
US$3S.00; paper, US$IS.9S.

In a style that is clear, well-organized,
and refreshingly accessible, this book
tackles the ways in which macro and
micro systems articulate. As her start
ing point, Lockwood explores, and
eventually challenges, Wallerstein's
(1974) world system model, which
suggests that colonization of the non
western world resulted in a redistribu
tion of labor based on Europe's
extraction of wealth from its colonies,
leading to one integrated "capitalist
world system." Because a world sys
tem macro-model neglects nuances

-abolittesponsesw-cal'irallsnn'lnhe
micro-level, Lockwood chooses to
explore variability in these small-scale,
local-level processes. To argue her case,
she unravels and clarifies the creative
strategies local people have adopted to
deal with capitalist domination in
French Polynesia, where she conducted
several periods of field research on the
island of Tubuai between 1980 and
1991.

The first half of the book discusses,
with historical thoroughness and clar
ity, the complex structures that link
present circumstances to their histori
cal and political roots. The transfor
mations that took place in French
Polynesia during the colonial era Lock
wood describes, in Bertram and




